“The Best Magician in England”
Ralf Little

“Neil Henry is a star!”
New York Times

“Neil Henry is a mix of
Rowan Atkinson and
my ironmonger”
Stephen Fry

Stuart Piper for Cole Kitchenn presents

Neil Henry’s
IMPOSSIBLE

The world is amazing when
sprinkled with just a bit of magic...
Directed by Russell Labey
Neil Henry treats the impossible as more of a suggestion than a rule,
transporting you to an unforgettable world of the unfeasible and unreasonable - it’s impossibro. Here’s the thing, it’s not just Neil who
you will discover that you can do magic. Enchanting, endearing,
amazing and amusing; as ‘London’s mighty sorcerer’ (Time Out) takes to
Magician Neil Henry works extensively as a close up magician and is
constantly in demand to perform his breathtaking magic and mentalism
worldwide - in fact he is currently on a sold-out three-week tour of China

30 July - 25 August
at 15.50 (1 hour)

Neil has performed at private parties in front of many major stars,
including Colin Firth, Robert De Niro, Hugh Laurie, Ant and Dec, Harry

Pleasance Courtyard

Performance.

60 Pleasance
Edinburgh EH8 9TJ

Neil is a popular magic MC and performs his own magic monthly for the
Magic Night at the Soho Revue Bar in London’s West End.
Fortysomething , where he starred with Benedict Cumberbatch and Hugh
Laurie. He also starred in My Family and 2.4 children and played “Beans”
in the Nickelodian comedy 24 seven.
A YouTube HD Disapearing Camera Trick Challenge Neil recorded
has now been viewed 1.7 million times - watch it here and see if you

Tickets: Previews 30, 31, 1 £6.00
Mon - Thu £9.00 £8.00 concs
Fri, Sat, Sun: £10.00 £9.00 concs
0131 556 6550 | www.pleasance.co.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iX8iVo5vc8o
Twitter: @magicneil
Facebook page for the show:
www.facebook.com/neilhenrysimpossible
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